
The sound of brassy horns sound off as the lights show the way up to a majestic entry. Your future is 

beyond those doors. W. A. Production is here to ensure that every note, hit, and sound is nothing 

short of amazing. What About: Future House Mammoth is simply that. A mammoth of a pack with all 

the tools you need to make a jaw-dropping future house mix. 

 

This pack is pumped up with everything from excitable melodies, FX and atmospheric pads, chords, 

plucks, bass lines, leads, percussive sounds, frequency shaped kicks and snares, guitars, pianos, wubs 

and more. 

 

Imagine this. As the snare keeps tapping, faster and faster, your heart pounds harder and harder. 

Then suddenly the lights go out. How are you going to lay down the drop? It's all inside. Every 

element to build tension and create uplift, the right crash, the right dispersion of energy, and a 

massive amount of options for you to deliver the perfect sounding bass. 

 

Keep your chops fresh, technique current, learn a new genre or just have fun restructuring any of the 

6 Construction Kits. We've included everything. The FLP file, the presets, the sounds, the stems, wet 

and dry. Mix and match different instruments and build your own patterns. It's your future. It's your 

mix. Take it on with Future House Mammoth from W. A. Production. 

 

This pack contains: 

- 6 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets); 

- 6 FL Studio Templates; 

- 25 Serum Presets; 

- 23 Sylenth1 Presets; 

- 24 Melody Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 20 Percussion Loops; 

- 20 Kicks; 

- 29 Cymbals; 

- 20 Claps; 

- 20 Snares; 

- 10 FX; 

- 100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Requirements: 

* Please Use Xfer Serum 1.27b2 Or Higher; 

* Compatible With Sylenth 2.21Beta & 3.05 Or Higher; 

* FL Studio for Templates. 


